HNRS 222
Research & Exhibition
Search Breakouts

Just a quick outline of what we’d like to do with search breakouts, to maximize our use of the available time.

During the Breakout (~15 minutes)
Give each person roughly 2–3 minutes to state:

• Area of interest (Note: Elevator story preview!)
• Most interesting search result and how he or she found it
• Most frustrating/fruitless search

Spend the last 3 minutes to select a group reporter and agree upon what to say...

During the Group Reports (~20 minutes)
At roughly 3–4 minutes per group, share the following with the class:

• A quick roundup of everyone’s areas of interest (given the time, note that these must be even briefer than the individual elevator stories!)
• The most interesting overall search result shared within your group
• The most frustrating/fruitless search that was shared within your group

Good thing we don’t rely on university websites for our research… (http://xkcd.com/773)